HOSTED TELEPHONY

Looking for enterprise
hosted telephony, without
the enterprise price tag?

Doesn’t it feel like the more technology
develops, the more complicated
communication becomes? We believe
technology should be simple, making
working life easier - not harder.

Let’s talk!

That’s why we simplify the complicated.
We concentrate on being very good at
what we do, leaving you to concentrate
on being very good at what you do.

Why Hosted Telephony?

Benefits

We understand & recognise that many small & mediumsized businesses face the same dilemma; their current
on-site telephony is failing them, but they cannot afford
to invest in a replacement system. Hosted telephony
makes taking the next step not only simple, but cost
effective.

Reduced costs

Our hosted solution offers businesses all the features &
benefits of an advanced PBX telephone system without
the expensive price tag. There are no penalties to start
small, as businesses only pay for the seats required on a
monthly basis. The solution is totally scalable & as new
features develop, these will be rolled out. Our hosted
telephony is a truly future-proof solution, removing the
worry of expensive equipment upgrades in
years to come.
Built on a multi-tenanted Cisco
Communications Manager platform,
the solution helps businesses
communicate better. Users can
take advantage of key features
such as extension overlapping
& mobility, enhanced call
handling, unified voice-mail &
many more.

 Minimum capital outlay
 Only pay for the seats
your business requires
on a monthly basis
 No costly maintenance
or support fees
 Reduced telephone call
& line rental costs

Improved capabilities

 Experience advanced telephony functionality
 We continually roll out the latest features, providing a
future-proof solution without expensive upgrades.
 Fully managed service enables your business &
staff to work more productively

Increased flexibility

 Fully scalable; add new users & features as you go
 Virtual telephone numbers allow remote workers
to appear as if they’re working from the office
 Manage & customise different user’s functionality

Advanced reliability

 Built-in business continuity solution, which
automatically re-route calls in case of an
emergency or disaster
 Built on our secure & resilient network

Our Network
The network we use is built on a highly
resilient & secure architecture, utilising best of
breed Cisco infrastructure. Each component
in our network (including routing, switching,
gateways & firewalls) is fully redundant
not only within each data centre, but also
geographically between data centres.
This means that the network can
survive an outage within a data
centre (e.g. a switch or router
failing) & also a complete data
centre outage (e.g. a power or
connectivity break). Additionally,
we have redundancy outside of
London giving geographic resilience.
The design & architecture of our network
ensures a level of availability exceeding
traditional telephone networks, enabling
true business continuity. Our services can
be accessed from any internet connection,
anywhere in the world.

Features:
We offer 2 powerful & scalable hosted solutions, with a
range of different features to suit your business needs.
Both our Business & Enterprise solutions utilise state of
the art Cisco technology & enterprise grade connectivity
infrastructure. This ensures your system is feature rich
with the very best quality connectivity & routes.

Phone Features include:
 Call Recording
 Call Reporting
 Voicemail
 Ringing Groups
 Auto Attendants







Call Forwarding
Soft Phones
Call Waiting
Caller ID
Call Conferencing

Contact us today to find out how
hosted telephony will benefit your business.

